
FWG-02506 Mill (county, location, mill name) Title (short description of image) Year Notes/comments

ANGLESE01_01 Anglesey

Tower of tower mill preserved 
with observation platform on top 
(part of top of tower missing) late C20

ANGLESE01_02 Anglesey Truncated tower mill shell late C20
ANGLESE01_03 Anglesey Tower mill shell late C20
ANGLESE01_04 Anglesey Truncated(?) tower mill shell late C20
ANGLESE01_05 Anglesey Tower mill shell late C20

ANGLESE01_06
Anglesey: Bodffordd, Melin 
Frogwey(?)

Tower mill roofed-over with 
conical "cap"

late 
C19/early 
C20

Large building which appears to be 
overshot watermill in foreground

ANGLESE01_07 Anglesey Derelict tower of tower mill late C20

ANGLESE01_08 Anglesey
Preserved tower of tower mill 
with outside ladder added late C20

ANGLESE01_09 Anglesey Derelict tower of tower mill late C20

ANGLESE01_10 Anglesey: Parys Mountain(?)
Derelict tower of tower mill (part 
of top of tower missing) late C20

ANGLESE01_11 Anglesey: Parys Mountain(?)
Derelict tower of tower mill (part 
of top of tower missing) late C20

ANGLESE01_12 Anglesey: Parys Mountain(?)
Derelict tower of tower mill (part 
of top of tower missing) late C20

ANGLESE01_13 Anglesey
House-converted stump(?) of 
tower mill with conical roof late C20

ANGLESE01_14 Anglesey
Derelict tower mill with cap 
frame late C20

ANGLESE01_15 Anglesey Distant view of tower mill stump late C20



ANGLESE01_16 Anglesey: prob. Cameas Bay

Preserved tower of tower mill 
with temporary roof over tower 
and millstone leaning against wall late C20

ANGLESE01_17 Anglesey Stump of tower mill late C20

ANGLESE01_18
Anglesey: Llandeusant, Llynon 
Mill Preserved tower mill with sails

1980s or 
90s

ANGLESE01_19
Anglesey: Llandeusant, Llynon 
Mill Preserved tower mill with sails

1980s or 
90s

ANGLESE01_20
Anglesey: Llandeusant, Llynon 
Mill Preserved tower mill with sails

1980s or 
90s

ANGLESE02_01 Anglesey Derelict tower of tower mill late C20

ANGLESE02_02 Anglesey
Preserved tower mill with 
dummy(?) cap but no sails late C20

ANGLESE02_03
Anglesey: Llandeusant, Llynon 
Mill Preserved tower mill with sails late C20

ANGLESE02_04
Anglesey: Llandeusant, Llynon 
Mill

Close-up of sails of preserved 
tower mill late C20

ANGLESE02_05 Anglesey
Part of stone watermill building 
showing derelict waterwheel late C20

ANGLESE02_06 Anglesey Exterior of watermill building late C20

ANGLESE02_07 Anglesey
Exterior of preserved watermill 
building late C20

ANGLESE02_08 Anglesey

Interior of watermill building 
showing spouts and supporting 
columns late C20

ANGLESE02_09 Anglesey
Stone floor of watermill showing 
stones late C20

ANGLESE02_10 Anglesey

Exterior of stone watermill 
building showing overshot 
waterwheel and launder late C20



ANGLESE02_11 Anglesey
Exterior of watermill building by 
pond late C20

FOREIGN01_01 Belgium/Holland/Northern France
Pair of preserved post mills with 
sails Jul-85

Nearest mill has canvas on sails 
unfurled

FOREIGN01_02 Belgium/Holland
Preserved post mill with sails and 
stage built out from roundhouse Jul-85 One of mills in previous image?

FOREIGN01_03 Belgium/Holland
Pair of preserved post mills with 
sails Jul-85

Nearest mill is open-trestle; further 
one could be the mill in previous two 
images

FOREIGN01_04 Belgium/Holland
Preserved open-trestle post mill 
with sails Jul-85 Could be nearest mill in 01_03

FOREIGN01_05 Foreign

Interior of windmill(?) showing 
pair of meshing gearwheels, one 
mounted on stone spindle 
beneath bedstone Jul-85

FOREIGN01_06 Foreign

Interior of timber windmill 
showing brakewheel, wallower 
and upright shaft Jul-85

FOREIGN01_07 Foreign

Interior of windmill showing 
brakewheel, wallower and 
upright shaft Jul-85

FOREIGN01_08 Belgium/south Holland

Tall preserved tower mill with 
sails and stage; tall chimney 
adjacent Jul-85

FOREIGN01_09 Belgium/south Holland

View of landscape from stage of 
tower mill, also showing part of 
sail and tower wall Jul-85



FOREIGN01_10 Foreign

Interior of what seems to be 
tower windmill, but showing part 
of an internal framework like that 
of a smock or post mill, plus 
gearwheel Jul-85

FOREIGN01_11 Belgium/Northern France

Open trestle-post mill under 
repair with scaffolding around 
roof and some boarding missing Jul-85

FOREIGN01_12 Belgium/Northern France Preserved post mill with sails Jul-85

FOREIGN01_13 Foreign
Millstone preserved as 
monument with "cairn" Jul-85

FOREIGN01_14 Foreign

View inside unidentified windmill 
or watermill showing row of 
spouts Jul-85

FOREIGN01_15 Foreign

View inside wooden windmill or 
watermill showing detail of 
framing Jul-85

FOREIGN01_16 Foreign

View inside windmill or watermill 
showing what appear to be fulling 
stocks and shaft with cams Jul-85

FOREIGN01_17 Belgium/Northern France

View of post mill shown in 01_12 
showing it to be standing on a 
mound within town/village Jul-85

FOREIGN01_18 Belgium/Northern France
Preserved tower mill, parallel-
sided with sails and tailpole Jul-85

FOREIGN01_19 Belgium/Northern France
Interior of post mill(?) showing 
post and quarterbars Jul-85



FOREIGN01_20 Belgium/Northern France
Interior of windmill or watermill 
showing detail of internal framing

FOREIGN02_01 Foreign

Interior of windmill showing 
brakewheel, lantern pinion 
wallower and upright shaft Jul-85

FOREIGN02_02 Foreign Foot of upright shaft Jul-85

FOREIGN02_03 Belgium/Northern France
Preserved open-trestle post mill 
with sails Jul-85 Sails are canvassed

FOREIGN02_04 Belgium/Northern France
Preserved open-trestle post mill 
with sails Jul-85 Sails are canvassed

FOREIGN02_05 Belgium/Northern France
Preserved open-trestle post mill 
with sails Jul-85

Possibly mill in previous two images. 
Has pannier on one side of buck and 
sails are canvassed.

FOREIGN02_06 Belgium/Northern France
Preserved open-trestle post mill 
with sails Jul-85 Sails are canvassed

FOREIGN02_07 Belgium/Northern France
Preserved open-trestle post mill 
with sails Jul-85 Sails are canvassed

FOREIGN02_08 Belgium/Northern France
Interior of windmill or watermill 
showing detail of internal framing Jul-85 Sails are canvassed

FOREIGN02_09 Belgium/Northern France

Interior of windmill showing 
detail of framing and wind 
detector Jul-85

FOREIGN02_10 Denmark/Sweden
Preserved smock mill with sails 
and stage Jul-85

FOREIGN02_11 Mediterranean region

Row of tower mills in form of 
stationary brick "houses", with jib 
sails Jul-85

FOREIGN02_12 Mediterranean region

Row of tower mills in form of 
stationary brick "houses", with jib 
sails Jul-85



FOREIGN02_13 Mediterranean region

Row of tower mills in form of 
stationary brick "houses", with jib 
sails Jul-85

FOREIGN02_14 Mediterranean region
Part of derelict watermill(?) 
building with millstone outside Jul-85

INTERIO01_01 Unknown Base of door Jun-82

INTERIO01_02 Unknown
Interior of windmill or watermill 
showing detail of internal framing Jun-82

INTERIO01_03 Unknown
Interior of windmill or watermill 
showing detail of internal framing Jun-82

INTERIO01_04 Unknown

Interior of post mill showing main 
post, sheers, quarterbars and 
studs from roundhouse roof to 
q/bars Jun-82

INTERIO01_05 Prob. Sussex, Cross-in-Hand
Interior of post mill showing main 
post Jun-82

INTERIO01_06 Unknown
New structural timbers (or old 
ones being repaired) in workshop Jun-82

INTERIO01_07 Prob. Sussex, Cross-in-Hand

Interior of post mill showing side 
girt and part of breast framing 
and brakewheel Jun-82

INTERIO01_08 Unknown

Interior of windmill or watermill 
showing French stone raised for 
dressing Jun-82

INTERIO01_09 Prob. Sussex, Cross-in-Hand

Interior of post mill showing top 
of main post, crowntree and 
samson head Jun-82



INTERIO01_10 Prob. Sussex, Cross-in-Hand
Interior of post mill roundhouse 
showing piers and crosstrees Jun-82

MACHINY01_01 Prob. Sussex, Cross-in-Hand
Interior of post mill showing 
breast framing Apr-81

MACHINY01_02 Prob. Sussex, Cross-in-Hand

Interior of upper wooden section 
of post mill roundhouse showing 
part of wall and main post Apr-81

MACHINY01_03 Prob. Sussex, Cross-in-Hand

Interior of upper wooden section 
of post mill roundhouse showing 
part of wall and quarterbar Apr-81

MACHINY01_04 Prob. Sussex, Cross-in-Hand

Interior of upper wooden section 
of post mill roundhouse showing 
part of wall Apr-81

MACHINY01_05 Prob. Sussex, Cross-in-Hand

Interior of post mill showing side 
girt and part of breast framing 
and brakewheel Apr-81

MACHINY01_06 Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand
Interior of post mill showing 
detail of internal framing Apr-81

Mill identified from words that 
appear to be painted on floorboards

MACHINY01_07 Unknown
Interior of post windmill showing 
part of brake- or tailwheel Apr-81

MACHINY01_08 Unknown

Interior of post mill showing 
brake- or tailwheel, stone nut and 
quant Apr-81

MACHINY01_09 Unknown
Interior of post windmill showing 
part of brake- or tailwheel Apr-81



MACHINY01_10 Unknown
Interior of post windmill showing 
part of brake- or tailwheel Apr-81

MACHINY01_11 Unknown
Interior of post windmill showing 
part of brake- or tailwheel Apr-81

MACHINY01_12 Unknown
Interior of post windmill showing 
part of brake- or tailwheel Apr-81

MACHINY01_13 Unknown
Interior of post windmill showing 
part of brake- or tailwheel Apr-81

MACHINY01_14 Unknown

Interior of upper wooden section 
of post mill roundhouse showing 
part of wall and quarterbar Apr-81

MACHINY02_01 Unknown (prob. UK)
Preserved watermill building with 
lucam Sep-81

MACHINY02_02 Unknown (prob.UK)

Interior of wind- or watermill 
showing great spur wheel, 
upright shaft, stone nut and 
quant Sep-81

MACHINY02_03 Unknown
Exterior view of stone watermill 
building Sep-81

MACHINY02_04 Unknown
Interior view of watermill(?) 
showing iron gearing Sep-81

MACHINY02_05 Unknown

Interior view of watermill 
showing crown wheel, layshaft 
and pulley Sep-81

MACHINY02_06 Devon: Honiton, Tracey Mill

Interior view of watermill 
showing pit wheel, wallower, 
upright shaft, great spur wheel 
and hursting Sep-81



MACHINY02_07 Devon: Honiton, Tracey Mill

Interior view of watermill 
showing great spur wheel, stone 
nut and hursting Sep-81

MACHINY02_08 Unknown
View of large derelict industrial 
building, presumably watermill Sep-81

MACHINY02_09 Prob. Patcham, Sussex

Interior of windmill cap showing 
iron windshaft, brakewheel and 
wallower Sep-82

MACHINY02_10 Patcham, Sussex?
Interior of windmill cap showing 
iron windshaft and brakewheel Sep-82

MACHINY02_11 Patcham, Sussex?
Interior of windmill cap showing 
iron windshaft and brakewheel Sep-82

MACHINY02_12 Unknown
Interior of tower mill(?) showing 
pulley and supporting framework Sep-82

MILLSTONE01_01 Unknown
Selection of iron 
tools/components lying on floor Apr-82

MILLSTONE01_02 Unknown

Millstone on ground with 
dressing(?) tools; in background, 
bonfire and part of unidentified 
building Apr-82

MILLSTONE01_03 Unknown Man dressing millstone Oct-83
MILLSTONE01_04 Unknown Man dressing millstone Oct-83
MILLSTONE01_05 Unknown Man dressing millstone Oct-83

MILLSTONE01_06 Unknown
Man watching millstone being 
raised/lowered for dressing Nov-83



MILLSTONE01_07 Unknown

Interior of windmill or watermill 
showing pair of millstones 
dismantled for dressing Nov-83

MILLSTONE01_08 Unknown Millstone as gravestone late C20

Stone is in memory of Albert 
Crampton Stewart and wife 
Katherine nee Morris

MILLSTONE01_09 Unknown
Millstone as gravestone (seen 
from behind) late C20 Prob. same as 01_08 

MILLSTONE01_10 Unknown

Outdoor scene with men pouring 
some kind of liquid onto 
millstone, which is producing 
fumes late C20

MILLSTONE01_11 Unknown

Men proofing the millstone seen 
in 01_10, using the tools seen in 
01_02. late C20

MILLSTONE01_12 Unknown

Men proofing the millstone seen 
in 01_10, using the tools seen in 
01_02. late C20

MILLSTONE01_13 Unknown

Millstone seen in previous image, 
with tools lying on it; men 
standing around late C20

MILLSTONE01_14 Unknown
Graveyard in which two of the 
gravestones are millstones late C20

UNIDENT01_01 Unknown

Small derelict brick building with 
pyramidal tiled roof; housing for 
donkey wheel? late C20

UNIDENT01_02 Unknown View of wooden donkey wheel late C20

UNIDENT01_03 Unknown
Detail of axle, boss and arms of 
wooden donkey wheel late C20



UNIDENT01_04 Unknown View of wooden donkey wheel late C20

UNIDENT01_05 Unknown View of wooden donkey wheel late C20

UNIDENT01_06 Unknown
Part of stone watermill building 
with twin waterwheels late C20

UNIDENT01_07 Unknown

Stone floor of watermill showing 
upright shaft, crownheel, one pair 
of stones and oat roller late C20

Caption says oat roller is early 
example

UNIDENT01_08 Unknown

Interior of watermill (same as in 
previous image) showing pit 
wheel, wallower, great spur 
wheel and hursting late C20

UNIDENT01_09 Unknown

Interior of watermill (same as in 
previous image) showing pit 
wheel, wallower, great spur 
wheel and hursting late C20

UNIDENT01_10 Unknown

Part of watermill building 
showing iron overshot 
waterwheel late C20

UNIDENT01_11 Unknown

Part of undentified machine with 
large iron gearwheel, apparently 
situated outside partly watermill 
building late C20

UNIDENT01_12 Unknown
Full view of machine in previous 
image late C20

UNIDENT01_13 Unknown
View inside unidentified building 
showing querns on floor late C20

VARIOUS01_01 Suffolk: Thelnetham
View of tower mill restored to 
working order

1980s or 
90s



VARIOUS01_02 Lincolnshire: Hibaldstow

Capless tower of combined wind- 
and watermill showing stone 
building encircling base late C20

VARIOUS01_03 Lincolnshire: Hibaldstow

View inside combined wind- and 
watermill showing upright shaft, 
great spur wheel and dismantled 
stone nuts and quants late C20

VARIOUS01_04 Lincolnshire: Hibaldstow

Stone floor of combined wind- 
and watermill showing one pair 
of stones with spout late C20

VARIOUS01_05 Lincolnshire: Hibaldstow

View inside combined wind-and 
watermill showing oat 
roller/crusher late C20

VARIOUS01_06 Lincolnshire: Hibaldstow

View inside combined wind- and 
watermill showing supporting 
columns and vertical engine drive 
shaft late C20

VARIOUS01_07 Lincolnshire: Hibaldstow

View inside combined wind- and 
watermill showing supporting 
columns and bevel gear for 
engine drive(?) late C20

VARIOUS01_08 Lincolnshire: Hibaldstow

View inside combined wind- and 
watermill showing unidentified 
man standing in doorway late C20

VARIOUS01_09 Lincolnshire: Hibaldstow

Watercolour showing combined 
wind- and watermill in working 
order late C20



VARIOUS01_10 Lincolnshire: Hibaldstow

Capless tower of combined wind- 
and watermill showing stone 
building encircling base late C20

VARIOUS01_11 Lincolnshire: Legbourne

Preserved tower of combined 
wind- and watermill with dummy 
cap and waterwheel at base of 
tower late C20

VARIOUS01_12
Suffolk: Woodbridge, Buttrum's 
Mill Preserved tower mill with sails

1980s or 
90s

VARIOUS01_13 Prob. Saxtead Green, Suffolk

View inside roundhouse of 
preserved post mill showing post, 
crosstrees, quarterbars, piers and 
preserved oil(?) engine late C20

VARIOUS01_14 Prob. Saxtead Green, Suffolk

View inside preserved windmill 
showing brakewheel closed off 
behind safety guards late C20

VARIOUS01_15
USA: Howard's Knob, Boone, 
North Carolina

Reproduced photo showing giant 
experimental wind turbine late C20

VARIOUS01_16 Unknown

View inside watermill showing pit 
wheel, wallower, upright shaft, 
great spur wheel and hursting late C20

VARIOUS01_17 Unknown

Interior view of watermill 
showing Tattersall's Midget Roller 
Plant late C20



VARIOUS01_18 Unknown

Stone floor of watermill showing 
upright shaft, crownwheel 
surrounded by safety guard, and 
two pairs of stones one without 
furniture; unidentified pulley in 
background late C20

VARIOUS01_19 Unknown

View inside undentified metal 
and wood-framed building 
showing preserved Blackstone oil 
engine late C20

VARIOUS01_20 Unknown
View inside watermill building 
showing part of waterwheel late C20

VARIOUS02_01 Unknown
View inside watermill building 
showing part of waterwheel late C20

VARIOUS02_02 Unknown
Large red brick watermill building, 
apparently preserved late C20

VARIOUS02_03 Unknown

Interior view of watermill 
showing pit wheel, wallower, 
uprightshaft, great spur wheel 
and governor, all behind safety 
screen late C20

VARIOUS02_04 Unknown

Interior view of watermill 
showing great spur wheel, stone 
nut, tentering gear and part of 
waterwheel within glass case late C20

VARIOUS02_05 Unknown
Stone floor of watermill showing 
one pair of stones late C20



VARIOUS02_06 Norfolk: Thrigby

Post mill under reconstruction 
and complete except for sails and 
windshaft: buck boarded and 
painted late C20

VARIOUS02_07 Essex: Finchingfield

Post mill without sails and 
supported by props prior to 
repair

1980s or 
90s

VARIOUS02_08 Essex: Finchingfield

Post mill without sails and 
supported by props prior to 
repair

1980s or 
90s

VARIOUS02_09 Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill

Interior of preserved smock mill 
showing spout, meal bin and 
governors late C20

VARIOUS02_10 Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill

Interior of preserved smock mill 
showing governors and tentering 
gear late C20

VARIOUS02_11 Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill

Interior of preserved smock mill 
showing great spur wheel, stone 
nut, quant and one pair of stones late C20

VARIOUS02_12 Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill

Preserved smock mill in working 
order, with some kind of fete 
taking place in foreground late C20

WATERMILL01_01 Unknown
Two odd-shaped stone objects 
with pebbles inside them late C20

WATERMILL01_02 Prob. Scotland
Quern inside unidentified stone 
building late C20



WATERMILL01_03 Prob. Scotland
Ruins of small unidentified stone 
building in coastal setting late C20

Prob. horizontal Norse-type 
watermill. Location of these and 
mills in following few images would 
seem to be Shetland Islands - see 
01_19

WATERMILL01_04 Prob. Scotland

Small unidentified stone building 
with watercourse nearby; coastal 
setting late C20 Prob. horizontal watermill

WATERMILL01_05 Prob. Scotland

Small unidentified stone building, 
presumably watermill, in coastal 
setting late C20 Prob. horizontal watermill

WATERMILL01_06 Prob. Scotland

View inside stone watermill 
building showing horizontal 
wheel late C20

WATERMILL01_07 Prob. Scotland

View inside stone watermill 
building showing one pair of 
stones and hopper late C20

WATERMILL01_08 Prob. Scotland

View inside stone watermill 
building showing one pair of 
stones and hopper late C20

WATERMILL01_09 Prob. Scotland

Coastal setting showing ruins of 
two small stone buildings like 
those in 01_03: horizontal 
watermills? late C20

WATERMILL01_10 Prob. Scotland

View inside stone watermill 
building showing horizontal 
wheel late C20

WATERMILL01_11 Prob. Scotland

Row of three small stone 
buldings, one roofless, in 
moorland setting: horizontal 
watermills? late C20



WATERMILL01_12 Prob. Scotland

View inside wheel chamber of 
stone watermill building, showing 
vertical shaft and hub of 
horizontal wheel late C20

WATERMILL01_13 Prob. Scotland

Stone floor (inside roof) of small 
stone watermill building, showing 
millstones late C20

WATERMILL01_14 Prob. Scotland

Small roofless stone building in 
coastal setting; horizontal 
watermill? late C20

WATERMILL01_15 Prob. Scotland

Exterior view of small stone 
building, probably horizontal 
watermill, in coastal setting late C20

WATERMILL01_16 Prob. Scotland

Exterior view of small stone 
watermill building in moorland 
setting, with millstones leaning 
against wall late C20

WATERMILL01_17 Prob. Scotland

View inside stone watermill 
building showing pair of stones 
with hopper late C20

WATERMILL01_18 Prob. Scotland

View inside wheel chamber of 
watermill showing horizontal 
wheel surrounded by flowing 
water late C20

WATERMILL01_19 Scotland, Shetlands

Museum section of preserved 
Norse-type watermill showing 
diagram of workings and 
preserved items including quern 
and hub of wheel late C20

WATERMILL01_20 Scotland
Exterior view of large stone 
watermill building late C20



WATERMILL02_01 Scotland
Exterior view of derelict stone 
watermill building showing wheel late C20

WATERMILL02_02 Scotland

Small preserved stone watermill 
building in coastal setting, with 
iron gearwheel flush against wall late C20

WATERMILL02_03 Scotland

Interior view of stone watermill 
building, showing unidentified 
timber structure late C20

WATERMILL02_04 Scotland
Exterior view of preserved stone 
watermill building on farm late C20

WATERMILL02_05 Scotland
Exterior view of preserved stone 
watermill building with wheel late C20

WATERMILL03_01 Unknown
Part of brick watermill building 
showing wheel (turning) late C20

WATERMILL03_02 Unknown (foreign?)

Museum section of unidentified 
building showing horse mill of 
unusual type late C20

WATERMILL03_03 Unknown (foreign?)
Drawing in museum showing how 
horse mill in 03_02 was worked late C20

WATERMILL03_04 Unknown (foreign?) As 03_02 late C20

WATERMILL03_05 Unknown (foreign?)
Cutaway model in museum 
showing workings of watermill late C20

WATERMILL03_06 Unknown

Part of exterior of brick watermill 
building showing small iron 
waterwheel(?) late C20



WATERMILL03_07 Essex: Coggeshall, Abbey Mill
Preserved white weatherboarded 
watermill building late C20

WATERMILL03_08 Unknown

Interior of wooden tithe(?) barn 
showing construction of roof and 
walls late C20 Mill relevance?

WATERMILL03_09 Unknown
Section of roof and wall of "tithe 
barn" shown in previous image late C20 Mill relevance?

WATERMILL03_10 Poss: Sussex, Clayton, "Jill" Mill

Interior of preserved post mill 
showing man standing by 
brakewheel, stone nut, quant and 
head runner stone late C20

Note on beam, dated 1983, says sails 
of mill last turned by wind 1906

WATERMILL03_11 Poss: Sussex, Clayton, "Jill" Mill

Interior of preserved post mill 
showing man standing by 
brakewheel, stone nut, quant and 
head runner stone late C20

Note on beam, dated 1983, says sails 
of mill last turned by wind 1906

WATERMILL03_12 Foreign

Exterior view of preserved 
stone(?) and thatched watermill 
building with twin waterwheels late C20

WATERMILL03_13 Unknown

Interior view of watermill 
showing what appears to be shaft 
with cams for tilt hammers late C20

WATERMILL03_14 Unknown
House-converted watermill 
building by pond late C20

WATERMILL03_15 Foreign
Interior of post mill showing 
brakewheel late C20

The vertical boarding is not a feature 
of UK post mills

WATERMILL03_16 Unknown

Exterior of preserved watermill 
building with wheel, which 
appears to be turning late C20



WATERMILL03_17 Unknown
Exterior of watermill building 
with lucam late C20

WATERMILL04_01 Unknown

Interior of watermill building 
showing pit wheel, 
wallower/great spur wheel and 
other gearing late C20

WATERMILL04_02
Unknown (same mill as previous 
image)

Lantern pinion gearwheel and 
other machinery late C20

WATERMILL04_03 Unknown 

Interior of watermill showing 
upright shaft, crownwheel, 
layshaft, pulleys and one pair of 
stones late C20

WATERMILL04_04 Unknown (same mill as 4_01-2)
Lantern pinion gearwheel and 
other machinery late C20

WATERMILL04_05 Unknown (same mill as 4_01-2)
Lantern pinion gearwheel and 
other machinery late C20

WATERMILL04_06 Unknown

Unidentified item of gearing, 
partly hidden by supporting 
column late C20

WATERMILL04_07 Unknown
Interior of watermill showing 
supporting columns late C20

WATERMILL04_08 Unknown

Interior of watermill showing 
arrangement of bevel gears, 
shafts and pulleys late C20

WATERMILL04_09 Unknown
Interior of watermill looking 
down onto top of waterwheel late C20

WATERMILL04_10
Unknown (same mill as previous 
image)

Interior of watermill looking 
down onto top of waterwheel late C20

WATERMILL04_11 Unknown

Interior of watermill building 
showing supporting columns and 
division of area into bays late C20 Obscene graffiti on wall!



WATERMILL04_12 Unknown

Interior of watermill building 
showing former wheelpit, now 
empty late C20

WATERMILL04_13 Unknown (same mill as 4_07)
Interior of watermill showing 
supporting columns late C20

WATERMILL04_14 Unknown

Part of exterior of unidentified 
building showing small iron 
overshot waterwheel with 
launder late C20

WATERMILL04_15 Unknown As 04_14 (see notes) late C20

Notice by wheel reads "This 
waterwheel was found at the 
disused Clevett slte mine in the 
Trossachs"

WATERMILL04_16 Unknown

View of brickworks showing kilns 
and chimneys - party of people 
visiting late C20 No mill relevance but a good view

WATERMILL04_17 Unknown

Small modern wind engine, 
resembling open-trestle hollow-
post mill in form late C20

WBLATCH01_01 Sussex: West Blatchington
Cap being removed from/refitted 
to preserved smock mill by crane late C20

WBLATCH01_02 Sussex: West Blatchington
Cap being removed from/refitted 
to preserved smock mill by crane late C20

WBLATCH01_03 Sussex: West Blatchington
Cap being removed from/refitted 
to preserved smock mill by crane late C20

WBLATCH01_04 Sussex: West Blatchington

Cap of preserved smock mill 
being raised from/lowered to 
ground by crane late C20



WBLATCH01_05 Sussex: West Blatchington

Cap of preserved smock mill 
being raised from/lowered to 
ground by crane late C20

WBLATCH01_06 Sussex: West Blatchington

Cap of preserved smock mill 
about to be raised from/lowered 
to ground by crane; tower of mill 
visible in background (as it is in 
previous photographs) late C20

WBLATCH01_07 Sussex: West Blatchington
Cap of preserved smock mill 
awaiting fitting by crane late C20

WBLATCH01_08 Sussex: West Blatchington

Cap of preserved smock mill, with 
windshaft, cross and fanstage, on 
ground awaiting fitting by crane late C20

WBLATCH01_09 Sussex: West Blatchington

Looking down at wallower of 
preserved smock mill after 
removal of cap late C20

WBLATCH01_10 Sussex: West Blatchington
Looking down from top of mill at 
cap etc on ground late C20

WBLATCH01_11 Sussex: West Blatchington
Tower of preserved smock mill 
after removal of cap and sails late C20

WBLATCH01_12
Museum section of West 
Blatchington mill?

Model of workings of Westbrook 
watermill, Godalming late C20

WBLATCH01_13 West Blatchington?

Breast beam and other timbers of 
cap frame of windmill in 
workshop late C20

WBLATCH01_14 West Blatchington?

Breast beam and other timbers of 
cap frame of windmill in 
workshop late C20



WBLATCH01_15 West Blatchington?

Breast beam and other timbers of 
cap frame of windmill in 
workshop late C20

WBLATCH01_16 West Blatchington?

Breast beam and other timbers of 
cap frame of windmill in 
workshop late C20

WINDENG01_01 Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill
House-converted tower mill with 
sails late C20

WINDENG01_02 Unknown

Close-up of propellor and 
weathervane of wind turbine in 
04_17 late C20

WINDENG01_03 Unknown (same mill as 04_17)

Small modern wind engine, 
resembling open-trestle hollow-
post mill in form late C20

WINDENG01_04 Unknown

Close-up of propellor and 
weathervane of wind turbine in 
04_17 late C20

WINDENG01_05 Unknown
Distant view of large "propellor" 
wind turbine late C20

WINDENG01_06 Unknown

Row of five modern propellor-
type wind turbines of different 
design; one nearest camera has 
twin fantails late C20

WINDENG01_07 Unknown
Modern wind turbine of curious 
design late C20

WINDENG01_08 Unknown
Modern propellor-type wind 
turbine with twin fantails late C20

WINDENG01_09 Unknown
Modern propellor-type wind 
turbine late C20

WINDENG01_10 Unknown
Close-up of propellor and "cabin" 
of modern wind turbine late C20



WINDENG01_11 Unknown
Modern propellor-type wind 
turbine late C20

WINDENG01_12 Unknown
Modern propellor-type wind 
turbine with twin fantails late C20

WINDENG01_13 Unknown
Modern propellor-type wind 
turbine late C20

WINDENG01_14 Unknown
Close up of propellor and cabin of 
modern wind turbine late C20

WINDENG01_15 Unknown

Row of five modern propellor-
type wind turbines of different 
design; one furthest from camera 
has twin fantails (these are 
probably the mills seen in the 
previous few images, seen 
individually) late C20

WINDENG01_16 Unknown
Modern propellor-type wind 
turbine late C20

WINDENG01_17 Unknown
Modern propellor-type wind 
turbine with twin fantails late C20

WINDENG01_18 Unknown

Row of seven modern wind 
turbines, mostly of propellor type 
but including, nearest camera, 
the structure seen in 01_07 late C20

WINDENG01_19 Unknown

Row of seven modern wind 
turbines, mostly of propellor type 
but including, nearest camera, 
the structure seen in 01_07 late C20



WINDMILL01_01 Sussex: Polegate

Preserved tower mill scaffolded 
for repairs, with one sail frame 
missing

mid-late 
1970s

WINDMILL01_02 Sussex: Polegate

Preserved tower mill scaffolded 
for repairs, with one sail frame 
missing

mid-late 
1970s

WINDMILL01_03 Sussex: Polegate

Preserved tower mill under 
repair, showing two men working 
on fitting of new stage supports

mid-late 
1970s

WINDMILL01_04 Sussex: Polegate

Preserved tower mill under 
repair, showing two people on 
scaffolding working on fitting of 
new stage supports

mid-late 
1970s

WINDMILL01_05 Sussex: Polegate

Preserved tower mill under 
repair, showing two people on 
scaffolding working on fitting of 
new stage supports

mid-late 
1970s

WINDMILL01_06 Sussex: Clayton mills

Post mill "Jill" restored with two 
sail frames only, preserved tower 
mill "Jack" in background with 
two sails missing 1980s

WINDMILL01_07 Norfolk: Great Bircham
Restored tower mill with two 
unshuttered sail frames fitted

early 
1980s

WINDMILL01_08 Norfolk: Great Bircham
Restored tower mill with two 
unshuttered sail frames fitted

early 
1980s

WINDMILL01_09 Finland/Eastern Europe
Preserved post/hollow-post mill 
with sails late C20



WINDMILL01_10 Foreign
Unidentified wooden building, 
presumably watermill late C20

WINDMILL01_11
Norfolk: Horning, Hobbs' Mill, or 
Ludham, Boardman's Mill

Trestle windpump under repair 
with cap, sails, windshaft, 
brakewheel and fantail currently 
missing

late 
1970s or 
early 
1980s

WINDMILL01_12 Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill
Derelict post mill with one stock 
and fragments of one sail

late 
1970s or 
early 
1980s

WINDMILL01_13 Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill
Derelict post mill with one stock 
and fragments of one sail

late 
1970s or 
early 
1980s

WINDMILL01_14 Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill

Close-up of stock, part of 
surviving sail and part of body of 
derelict post mill

late 
1970s or 
early 
1980s

WINDMILL01_15 Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill
Men working on removal of 
surviving sail of derelict post mill

late 
1970s or 
early 
1980s

WINDMILL01_16 Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill
Men working on removal of 
surviving sail of derelict post mill

late 
1970s or 
early 
1980s

WINDMILL01_17 Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill
Derelict post mill with one stock 
(sail removed)

late 
1970s or 
early 
1980s



WINDMILL01_18 Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill

Two men working on surviving 
stock of derelict post mill prior to 
removing it

late 
1970s or 
early 
1980s

WINDMILL02_01 Prob.Sussex, Keymer, Oldland Mill

View inside roundhouse of post 
mill showing post and 
quarterbars late C20

WINDMILL02_02 Prob.Sussex, Keymer, Oldland Mill

View inside post mill showing 
tentering gear, governors, main 
post and spout late C20

WINDMILL02_03 Prob.Sussex, Keymer, Oldland Mill
View inside post mill showing 
tentering gear and main post late C20

WINDMILL02_04 Prob.Sussex, Keymer, Oldland Mill

View inside post mill showing 
windshaft, brake- or tailwheel 
and one pair of stones late C20

WINDMILL02_05 Prob.Sussex, Keymer, Oldland Mill

Interior of post mill showing 
various items of unidentified 
timberwork plus sack hoist(?) late C20

WINDMILL02_06 Prob.Sussex, Keymer, Oldland Mill
Bin floor of post mill showing top 
of brake- or tailwheel late C20

WINDMILL02_07 Prob.Sussex, Keymer, Oldland Mill
Interior of post mill showing flour 
machine late C20

WINDMILL02_08 Prob.Sussex, Keymer, Oldland Mill

Interior of post mill showing 
brake- or tailwheel, stone nut, 
quant and one pair of stones late C20

WINDMILL02_09 Kent: Woodchurch, Lower Mill
New tower of smock mill under 
construction on original base c1981



WINDMILL02_10 Kent: Woodchurch, Lower Mill
New tower of smock mill under 
construction on original base c1981

WINDMILL02_11 Kent: Woodchurch, Lower Mill
New tower of smock mill under 
construction on original base c1981

WINDMILL02_12 Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill
Painting showing derelict post 
mill with two sails

late 70s 
or early 
80s

WINDMILL02_13 Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill

Repairs in place: new/old sails on 
ground and man sawing 
unidentified timber component 
to shape late C20

WINDMILL02_14 Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill

Preserved smock mill scaffolded 
for repairs with frames of two 
sails removed late C20

WINDMILL02_15 Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill

Repairs in place: new/old sails on 
ground and man sawing 
unidentified timber component 
to shape late C20

WINDMILL03_01 Unknown
Interior of unidentified 
timber/brick structure late C20 Not sure if this is mill

WINDMILL03_02 Unknown
Interior of unidentified 
timber/brick structure late C20 Not sure if this is mill

WINDMILL03_03 Unknown
Interior of unidentified 
timber/brick structure late C20 Not sure if this is mill

WINDMILL03_04

Hereford and Worcester: Stoke 
Prior, Avoncroft Museum of 
Buildings

New pair of sails for post mill on 
trestles outside workshop ready 
for fitting late C20

WINDMILL03_05

Hereford and Worcester: Stoke 
Prior, Avoncroft Museum of 
Buildings

Post mill with new pair of sails 
fitted late C20



WINDMILL03_06
Prob. Tidenham, Gloucestershire, 
or Rogiet, Glamorgan

Derelict parallel-sided tower mill 
shell late C20

WINDMILL03_07
Prob. Tidenham, Gloucestershire, 
or Rogiet, Glamorgan

Derelict parallel-sided tower mill 
shell late C20

WINDMILL03_08
Prob. Tidenham, Gloucestershire, 
or Rogiet, Glamorgan

Derelict parallel-sided tower mill 
shell late C20

WINDMILL03_09
Prob. Tidenham, Gloucestershire, 
or Rogiet, Glamorgan

Derelict parallel-sided tower mill 
shell late C20

WINDMILL03_10
Prob. Tidenham, Gloucestershire, 
or Rogiet, Glamorgan

Derelict parallel-sided tower mill 
shell late C20

WINDMILL03_11 Prob. Oddington, Gloucestershire
Derelict and partially collapsed 
stump of tower mill late C20

WINDMILL03_12 Prob. Oddington, Gloucestershire
Derelict and partially collapsed 
stump of tower mill late C20

WINDMILL03_13 Unknown

House-converted stump of tower 
mill with conical roof and 
"observation platform" late C20

WINDMILL03_14 Denmark: Funen, Nyborg
Close-up of cap and sails of 
preserved tower mill late C20

WINDMILL03_15 Denmark: Funen, Nyborg Preserved tower mill with sails late C20

WINDMILL03_16 Denmark: Funen, Nyborg
Detail of sail of preserved tower 
mill late C20

WINDMILL03_17 Denmark: Funen, Nyborg Preserved tower mill with sails late C20



WINDMILL03_18 Denmark: Funen, Nyborg Preserved tower mill with sails late C20

WINDMILL03_19 Denmark: Funen, Nyborg Preserved tower mill with sails late C20

WINDMILL03_20 Denmark: Funen, Nyborg

Mid-distant view of preserved 
tower mill with sails, seen among 
houses late C20

WINDMILL04_01 Denmark
Preserved smock mill with sails 
and tailpole late C20

WINDMILL04_02 Unknown Detail of part of horse gear late C20

WINDMILL04_03 Foreign (Denmark?)

Exterior of thatched/half-
timbered watermill building with 
wheel late C20

WINDMILL04_04 Foreign (Denmark?)

Interior of watermill showing 
great spur wheel, stone nuts, 
quants and two pairs of stones late C20

WINDMILL04_05 Foreign (Denmark?)

Interior of watermill showing 
great spur wheel, stone nuts, 
quants and two pairs of stones late C20

WINDMILL04_06 Foreign (Denmark?)

Interior of watermill showing 
great spur wheel, stone nuts, 
quants and two pairs of stones late C20

WINDMILL04_07 Foreign (Denmark?)

Interior of post mill showing 
brake- or tailwheel, stone nut, 
quant, one pair of stones and 
other gearing late C20

WINDMILL04_08 Foreign (Denmark?)
Interior of post mill showing main 
post and crowtree late C20



WINDMILL04_09 Denmark
Post mill scaffolded for repair 
with sails and windshaft missing late C20

WINDMILL04_10 Denmark
Windshaft of post mill in 04_09 
on ground awaiting installation late C20

WINDMILL04_11 Denmark: Lolland, Kappel
Preserved open-trestle post mill 
with sails late C20

WINDMILL04_12 Prob. Denmark: Lolland, Kappel

Interior of post mill showing 
brake- or tailwheel, stone nut, 
quant and one pair of stones late C20

WINDMILL04_13 Prob. Denmark: Lolland, Kappel

Interior of post mill showing tail 
of windshaft, tail beam and sack 
hoist(?) late C20

WINDMILL04_14 Prob. Denmark: Lolland, Kappel

Interior of post mill showing 
detail of framing plus unidentified 
gearwheel late C20

WINDMILL04_15 Denmark: Lolland, Kappel
Preserved open-trestle post mill 
with sails late C20

WINDMILL04_16 Denmark: Lolland, Kappel
Preserved open-trestle post mill 
with sails late C20

WINDMILL04_17 Prob. Denmark

Stone floor of watermill showing 
row of millstones with associated 
gearing late C20

WINDMILL05_01 Sussex: Westham, Stone Cross Disused tower mill with two sails 1970s

WINDMILL05_02 Unknown
Interior of watermill showing part 
of roof structure late C20

WINDMILL05_03 Unknown

Interior of watermill showing 
great spur wheel, governors and 
stones on hurst frame late C20



WINDMILL05_04 Unknown

Interior of watermill showing 
great spur wheel, stone nut and 
quant, and pit wheel late C20

WINDMILL05_05 Unknown

Part of exterior of wood/brick 
watermill building showing 
waterwheel with buckets/floats 
missing late C20

WINDMILL05_06 Essex: Orsett, Baker Street Mills

Derelict smock mill, steam mill 
and chimney, all scaffolded for 
restoration (except for steam mill 
building) c1982

WINDMILL05_07 Germany/Denmark Derelict smock mill with cap late C20

WINDMILL05_08 Germany/Denmark
Preserved smock mill with sails 
and tailpole late C20

WINDMILL05_09 Denmark
Preserved smock mill, thatched, 
with cap and tailpole but no sails late C20

WINDMILL05_10 Denmark: Torkilstrup
Preserved open-trestle post mill 
with sails late C20

WINDMILL05_11 Denmark
Derelict smock mill with cap, 
tailpole and half of one stock late C20

WINDMILL05_12 Germany/Denmark

Preserved smock mill (but with 
sails damaged and fan blades 
missing) late C20

WINDMILL05_13 Denmark

Disused/preserved smock mill 
with cap and fan cradle; gallery 
around cap to which there is 
some damage late C20

WINDMILL05_14 Prob. foreign Row of millstones in hedge late C20

WINDMILL06_01 Nottinghamshire: Warsop Preserved tower of tower mill late C20



WINDMILL06_02 Nottinghamshire: Eakring Derelict tower of tower mill late C20
WINDMILL06_03 Notts: Blidworth Derelict tower of tower mill late C20

WINDMILL06_04
Notts: Nottingham, Sneinton, 
Greens' Mill

Tower mill under restoration with 
new cap and fan cradle fitted and 
work in progress on stage 1980s

WINDMILL06_05 Notts: Sutton-in-Ashfield Capless tower of tower mill late C20

WINDMILL06_06
Prob. Swannington/Hough, 
Leicestershire

Derelict tower mill with remains 
of cap frame late C20

WINDMILL06_07
Prob. Swannington/Hough, 
Leicestershire

Derelict tower mill with remains 
of cap frame late C20

WINDMILL06_08
Prob. Swannington/Hough, 
Leicestershire

Looking up inside tower of 
derelict tower mill at remains of 
flooring and cap frame late C20

WINDMILL06_09 Derbyshire: Fritchley
Surviving stone post mill 
roundhouse late C20

WINDMILL06_10 Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill
Derelict post mill with no sails 
and windshaft propped

early to 
mid-
1980s

WINDMILL06_11 Sussex: Clayton mills

Post mill "Jill" restored with one 
sail frame not yet fitted, tower 
mill "Jack" in background 
preserved with sails

early to 
mid-
1980s

WINDMILL06_12 Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" mill
Restored post mill with one sail 
frame not yet fitted

early to 
mid-
1980s

WINDMILL06_13 Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" mill
Restored post mill with one sail 
frame not yet fitted

early to 
mid-
1980s

WINDMILL06_14 Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" mill
Restored post mill with one sail 
frame not yet fitted

early to 
mid-
1980s



WINDMILL06_15 Denmark/Sweden
Preserved open-trestle post mill 
with sails late C20

WINDMILL06_16 Denmark/Sweden
Preserved smock mill with sails 
and tailpole late C20

WINDMILL06_17 Denmark/Sweden
Preserved smock mill with sails 
and tailpole late C20 Same mill as 06_15

WINDMILL07_01 Prob. foreign
New patent sails on ground ready 
for fitting late C20

WINDMILL07_02 Prob. foreign
New patent sails on ground ready 
for fitting late C20

WINDMILL07_03 Prob. foreign
New patent sails on ground ready 
for fitting late C20

WINDMILL07_04 Netherlands 
Tall preserved tower mill with 
sails and stage late C20

WINDMILL07_05 Netherlands 
Tall preserved tower mill with 
sails and stage late C20

WINDMILL07_06 Netherlands 
Tall preserved tower mill with 
sails and stage late C20

WINDMILL07_07 Netherlands 

Wooden Archimedean screw-like 
device lying by side of 
dyke/polder late C20

WINDMILL07_08 Northern Europe (not UK)
Model windmill above entrance 
to town hall-like building late C20

WINDMILL07_09
Netherlands, prob. Leiden, De 
Valk

Tall preserved tower mill with 
sails and stage late C20

WINDMILL07_10 Netherlands?
View of pair of meshing 
gearwheels, one lantern pinion late C20

WINDMILL07_11 Netherlands?

View inside windmill cap showing 
windshaft, brakewheel and 
wallower late C20



WINDMILL07_12
Netherlands: Zaandam, Zaanse 
Schans

Small preserved "meadow mill" 
with sails canvassed and 
apparently turning late C20

WINDMILL07_13
Netherlands: Zaandam, Zaanse 
Schans

Group of four preserved 
windmills, all turning; meadow 
mill seen in previous image, 
paltrok mill "De Goekronde 
Poelenberg", and two industrial 
smock mills late C20

WINDMILL07_14
Prob. Netherlands, Zaandam, 
Zaanse Schans Unidentified gearing late C20

WINDMILL07_15
Prob. Netherlands, Zaandam, 
Zaanse Schans Unidentified gearing late C20

WINDMILL07_16
Prob. Netherlands, Zaandam, 
Zaanse Schans

Unidentified timber structure 
within building late C20

WINDMILL07_17
Netherlands: Zaandam, Zaanse 
Schans

Pair of preserved industrial smock 
mills, sails apparently turning late C20

WINDMILL07_18
Netherlands: Zaandam, Zaanse 
Schans

Preserved industrial smock mill, 
one of pair seen in previous 
image, with sails apparently 
turning late C20

WINDMILL08_01 Essex: Stansted Mountfitchet
Detail of cap, sails and fantail of 
preserved tower mill

5th April 
1967

WINDMILL08_02 Essex: Ashdon Derelict post mill with sails
5th April 
1967

WINDMILL08_03 Cambs: Great Chishill
Preserved open-trestle post mill 
with sails

5th April 
1967

WINDMILL08_04
Norfolk: Norwich, Bridewell(?) 
Museum

Preserved windshaft and 
brakewheel of Thornham 
composite mill

8th April 
1967



WINDMILL08_05
Lincolnshire: Long Sutton, the 
Brunswick Mill

Derelict tower mill with 
brakewheel and six sails

7th April 
1967

WINDMILL08_06 Lincolnshire: Heckington
Preserved tower mill with eight 
sails

7th April 
1967

WINDMILL08_07
Norfolk: Halvergate, Six Mile 
House Mill

Derelict tower windpump with 
cap and four sails

8th April 
1967

FWG's caption says "Three Mile 
House Mill"

WINDMILL08_08 Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand Post mill in working order
3rd April 
1967

WINDMILL08_09 Sussex: Polegate
Tower mill scaffolded for repair, 
with cap and fantail

22nd April 
1967

WINDMILL08_10 Sussex: Polegate
Man on scafolding working on 
repairs to cap of tower mill

13th April 
1967

WINDMILL08_11 Sussex: Polegate
Repairs in progress to cap of 
tower mill, seen from scaffolding

13th April 
1967

WINDMILL08_12 Suffolk: Framsden
Post mill under restoration, with 
two sails and ladder fantail

10th April 
1967

WINDMILL08_13 Prob. Suffolk, Framsden

Looking up inside roundhouse of 
post mill at intersection of main 
post and crosstrees

10th April 
1967

WINDMILL08_14 Leicestershire: Wymondham

Tower mill under restoration, 
with flat roof over top and 
brickwork, doors and windows 
repaired: windshaft and 
brakewheel on ground

late 
1970s or 
1980s

WINDMILL08_15 Leicestershire: Whissendine
Preserved tower mill with cap but 
no sails or windshaft

1970s or 
80s



WINDMILL08_16 Buckinghamshire: Lacey Green

Smock mill under repair, with 
sails but no fantail yet; some 
scaffolding still up

early to 
mid-
1980s

WINDMILL08_17 Buckinghamshire: Lacey Green Restored smock mill with sails

early to 
mid-
1980s

WINDMILL08_18 Sussex: Pagham, Nyetimber Mill
House-converted tower mill with 
replica ogee cap c1981

WINDMILL08_19 Sussex: Pagham, Nyetimber Mill
House-converted tower mill with 
replica ogee cap c1981

WINDMILL08_20 Buckinghamshire: Lacey Green Restored smock mill with sails

early to 
mid-
1980s
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